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Abstract

The extended finite element method (X-FEM) has recently emerged as an alternative to meshing/remeshing crack
surfaces in computational fracture mechanics thanks to the concept of discontinuous and asymptotic partition of unity
enrichment (PUM) of the standard finite element approximation spaces. Level set methods have been recently coupled with
X-FEM to help track the crack geometry as it grows. However, little attention has been devoted to employing the X-FEM
in real-world cases. This paper describes how X-FEM coupled with level set methods can be used to solve complex three-
dimensional industrial fracture mechanics problems through combination of an object-oriented (C++) research code and a
commercial solid modeling/finite element package (EDS-PLM/I-DEAS�). The paper briefly describes how object-oriented
programming shows its advantages to efficiently implement the proposed methodology. Due to enrichment, the latter
method allows for multiple crack growth scenarios to be analyzed with a minimal amount of remeshing. Additionally,
the whole component contributes to the stiffness during the whole crack growth simulation. The use of level set methods
permits the seamless merging of cracks with boundaries. To show the flexibility of the method, the latter is applied to dam-
age tolerance analysis of a complex aircraft component.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many industries have the need for simple and accurate tools to study crack growth scenarios and assess the
damage tolerance of various structures. Examples range from the aeronautical industry to the automotive
industry. Standard finite element methods require remeshing of the cracks as they grow, which costs additional
computer time. This can be very burdensome in 3D and for cracks with very complex geometries. In this
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paper, a methodology based on the extended finite element method [1] is presented that enables the analyst to
assess various damage tolerance scenarios easily with a minimal amount of remeshing. The implementation of
the methodology is performed in the context of an object-oriented C++ code [2] that is interfaced with a com-
mercial code, here EDS-PLM/I-DEAS. The only requirement on the commercial code is that it be able to out-
put all the algebraic information of a problem (stiffness matrix, load vector, and the associated equation
numbers). A super-element technique is used where the stiffness matrix of the uncracked structure1 is assem-
bled to the stiffness matrix of a substructure.2 Therefore, as opposed to widely used global–local methods, the
whole component participates to the stiffness of the component during the whole crack growth process.

The most salient features of the method is that the whole component participates to the stiffness computa-
tion, at all times during the crack growth simulation. Partition of unity enrichment of the standard finite ele-
ment spaces allows for cracks to be grown without meshing or remeshing the crack faces. The coupling of
enriched finite elements with level set methods makes explicit geometrical tracking of the discontinuities
not necessary. Level set methods also allow cracks to naturally intersect boundaries as they grow, without
any additional modification to the code.

In the next section of this paper, the linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) problem is stated, for which a
Galerkin weak form is given. The Paris law is also briefly recalled. The basic concepts of X-FEM and of the level
set method for crack growth are then touched upon. Section 3 presents the proposed crack growth methodology
for complex components. In Section 4 the key notions pertaining to object-oriented programming are presented
and advantages of the approach are described. The most important classes of objects created in the implemen-
tation of the method are also quickly reviewed. Finally, in Section 5 numerical examples are given in 2D and 3D
fracture mechanics. In particular, it is shown on an industrial example (a Boeing 757 Electrical Equipment (EE)
Access door) how the proposed methodology may be exercised on complex industrial 3D components.

2. Problem statement

2.1. Numerical simulation of crack growth in a linear elastic body

2.1.1. Governing equations
Consider a domain X, bounded by C. The boundary is partitioned into three sets: Cu, Ct and Cc as shown in

Fig. 1. Displacements are prescribed on Cu, tractions are prescribed on Ct and all the n3 Ci
c are assumed to be a

traction free surfaces.
The equilibrium conditions and boundary conditions for this problem are
1 Als
constra

2 Als
to allo

3 Nu
r � rþ b ¼ 0 in X ð1Þ
r � n ¼ �t on Ct ð2Þ
r � n ¼ 0 on Cc ð3Þ
u ¼ �u on Cu ð4Þ
where r is the Cauchy stress tensor, u is the displacement field, b is the body force per unit volume and n is the
unit outward normal. It is assumed that displacements remain small and the kinematics equations consist of
the strain–displacement relation:
e ¼ eðuÞ ¼ rsu ð5Þ

where $s(Æ) is the symmetric part of the gradient operator. The constitutive relation for the elastic material
under consideration is given by Hooke’s law
r ¼ C : e ð6Þ
o noted ‘‘outer’’ structure, and possibly containing several element types such as shells, beams, continuum, multiple-point
ints, etc.
o noted ‘‘inner’’ structure in the following, this structure contains the cracks and is treated using the extended finite element method
w their growth without remeshing.
mber of cracks in the domain.



Fig. 1. Body X with external boundary oX = C, with cracks, holes, and inclusions. Cu is the Dirichlet boundary, where displacements are
prescribed. Ct is the Neumann boundary, where tractions are prescribed, and such that C = Cu � Ct, i.e. C = Cu [ Ct and Cu \ Ct = ;.
The n cracks in the body are such that 8i 2 f1; . . . ; ng;Ci

c is a traction free crack. Holes can also be present as well as inclusions. Since the
X-FEM is used here, neither holes, nor inclusions, nor cracks need to be meshed.
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2.1.2. Variational formulation or weak form

Let the space of admissible displacement fields (trial function space) be defined by
U ¼ fu 2 Sju ¼ �u on Cu and u discontinuous through Ccg ð7Þ

In [3,4] the choice of the space of admissible displacements S when the body contains internal boundaries or
re-entrant corners is discussed. Similarly, the test function space may be defined as
U0 ¼ fv 2 Sjv ¼ 0 on Cu and v discontinuous through Ccg ð8Þ

A weak formulation of the equilibrium equations is given by
Find u 2 Uj8v 2 U0;

Z
X

rðuÞ : eðvÞdX ¼
Z

C
b � vdCþ

Z
Ct

�t � vdC ð9Þ
or, using the constitutive relation,
Find u 2 Uj8v 2 U0;

Z
X

eðuÞ : C : eðvÞdX ¼
Z

C
b � vdCþ

Z
Ct

�t � vdC ð10Þ
Define the bilinear form B
8u 2 U 8v 2 U0; Bðu; vÞ ¼
Z

X
�ðuÞ : C : eðvÞdX ð11Þ
and the linear form L
8v 2 U0; LðvÞ ¼
Z

C
b � v dCþ

Z
Ct

�t � vdC ð12Þ
With these notations, the above can be rewritten
Find u 2 Uj8v 2 U0; Bðu; vÞ ¼LðvÞ ð13Þ
2.1.3. Numerical computation of fracture parameters
Among the numerical methods for calculating fracture parameters, boundary integral methods [5,6] and the

domain integral method [7–9] have proved adequate tools. In this work, the domain integral method, in con-
junction with interaction energy integrals, is used to determine mixed-mode stress intensity factors. In the
interaction energy integral method, auxiliary fields are introduced and superimposed onto the actual fields sat-
isfying the boundary value problem. By suitably selecting these auxiliary fields, a relationship can be found
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between the mixed-mode stress intensity factors and the interaction energy integrals. These integrals can be
represented in so-called domain forms and evaluated in a post-processing step, once the solution to the bound-
ary value problem is known. In the general, non-planar [10], three-dimensional case, the influence of the cur-
vature of the crack front on the evaluation of the domain integrals should be noted [11]. Refer to [12–15] for
more details.

2.2. Modelling cracks with the extended finite element method and the level set method

The level set method and the extended finite element method were first used to model crack growth in two
dimensions [16], and in three dimensions [17–19,12,13]. The extended finite element method (X-FEM) is a par-
tition of unity method (PUM) [20,21].

When cracks are present in a linear elastic body the strain field has a 1=
ffiffi
r
p

singularity when r approaches
zero, while the displacement field behaves like

ffiffi
r
p

as r approaches zero. Enriching the displacement approxi-
mation space with the function

ffiffi
r
p

increases the capability of the finite element method in approximating the
exact solution to the crack problem. The notion of local approximability can be also exploited by adding a
function discontinuous across the crack faces to the displacement approximation space. The finite element
method thereby becomes able to model the discontinuity without needing to conform the discretization to
the discontinuity. This incorporation of the asymptotic fields of linear elastic fracture mechanics as well as
a discontinuous function in a standard finite element approximation in this fashion was first used in [2]
and the associated finite element method was coined the extended finite element method (X-FEM). In [22]
the application of X-FEM to introduce arbitrary discontinuities in finite elements is presented. The enrichment
scheme in this paper is identical to that of [12,13].

2.2.1. Extended finite element approximation

Consider a point x that lies inside a finite element e. Denote the element’s nodal set as Ne ¼ fn1; n2; . . . ; nmeg,
where me is the number of nodes of element e. The enriched displacement approximation for a vector-valued
function uh : Rd ! Rd (d is the number of space dimensions) assumes the form:
4 r 2
uhðxÞ ¼
X

I ;nI2Ne

N IðxÞuI þ
X

J ;nJ2Ng

N J ðxÞEðxÞaJ ð14Þ
where the nodal set Ng is the set of nodes whose support is intersected by the domain Xg associated with a
geometric entity such as a hole, crack surface, or crack front and N is the set of nodes that are not enriched.
Mathematically,
Ng ¼ nJ : nJ 2NejxJ \ Xg 6¼ O
� �

ð15Þ
In the above equation, xJ = supp(nJ) is the support of the nodal shape function NJ(x), which consists of the
union of all elements with nJ as one of its vertices; and Xg is the domain associated with a geometric entity such
as a hole, crack surface, or crack front. The choice of the function E: x 7! EðxÞ depends on the geometric en-
tity under consideration (crack, hole, material interface, etc.).

For crack problems, two sets of enrichment functions are used:

• The function H(x), i.e. the modified Heaviside function which takes on the value +1 above the crack and
�1 below the crack.

• The functions Ba(x), which is a basis that spans the near-tip asymptotic fields:4
B � B1;B2;B3;B4½ � ¼
ffiffi
r
p

sin
h
2
;
ffiffi
r
p

cos
h
2
;
ffiffi
r
p

sin
h
2

cos h;
ffiffi
r
p

cos
h
2

cos h

� �
ð16Þ
Rþ and h 2 [�p, + p] are the usual polar coordinates defined at the crack tip.
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2.2.2. Discretized equilibrium equations

In the extended finite element method, the additional unknowns aJ associated with the enrichment func-
tions simply augment the conventional unknown displacement vector u and are solved for in the same manner:
K � u ¼ fext ()
Kuu Kua

Kau Kaa

� �
u

a

� �
¼

fext
u

fext
a

" #
ð17Þ
The size of the stiffness matrix is Ntotal = Ne + Nenr, it is symmetric, positive definite, sparse and banded – since
enrichment is local. The implementation of the extended finite element method is thus very closely related to
that of the finite element method [23].

2.2.3. The extended finite element method for cracks in 3D

2.2.3.1. Crack and displacement field description. The presentation in this section follows closely [12,13] to
which the interested reader is referred for more details. In three dimensions, as in two dimensions, the crack
geometry is defined by two signed distance functions named here / and w. The intersection of the two zero-
level set surfaces represents the crack front, as shown in Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the two level set
functions for the case of an elliptical crack is given in Fig. 2 where the actual crack is shaded. The iso-/ sur-
faces are planes parallel to the plane (OxOy) and the iso-w surfaces are coaxial cylinders whose axes go
through O and are supported by the line (Oz).

The signed distance functions are updated and reorthogonalized by level set methods (see [24–30] for details
on finite difference based level set methods).

The signed distance function obeys a hyperbolic conservation law written by setting the total time deriva-
tive of / to zero, in order to enforce the condition that the level set function / remain constant on the interface
(here the crack surface). The interface motion is then governed by the conservation equation
D/
Dt
¼ o/

ot
þU � r/ ¼ 0 ð18Þ
Fig. 2. Level set representation of an elliptical crack in 3D.



Fig. 3. Level set definition of a crack in 3D. x is a point in space where the level set functions are computed. x* its orthogonal projection on
the crack surface, and xc a generic point on the crack surface.
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where D/Dt is the total (material) time derivative moving with the interface, U is the vector velocity field that
advects the level set field, computed based on the crack growth law (including length of increment, and direction).

In this study, the standard displacement approximations are piecewise linear and C0. Linear tetrahedral ele-
ments are used to represent both the mechanical fields and the level set functions and therefore, the geomet-
rical representation of the crack also is C0 and piecewise linear. The method naturally extends to higher order
shape functions [31,32].

2.2.3.2. Summary of the algorithm. A detailed explanation of the procedure is given in [13] and only a brief
summary of the algorithm is given here. The level set update equations are identical to their two-dimensional
counterpart.

The complete level set update procedure may be summarized as follows:

(1) Extend the crack level set / to the level set sub-domain where w P 0.
(2) Extend the / and w components of the velocity field to the sub-domain.
(3) Modify the / component of the velocity field to preserve the crack surface’s history (prevent its modi-

fication by the crack extension). The crack history must be preserved through the update so that the new
/ level set continues to have a zero velocity field on the previous crack surface (w < 0).

(4) Update the / level set and reinitialize it.
(5) Update the w level set.
(6) Orthogonalize the w level set to the / level set and reinitialize it.
3. A methodology for the analysis of crack growth in complex 3D components

In industrial settings, meshing takes up a substantial part of an analyst’s time. The technique presented in
this paper in the context of damage tolerance analysis allows meshing and remeshing to be kept to a minimum.
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Usually, a mesh is generated to perform a stress analysis, which identifies the regions in the structure which are
most susceptible to crack initiation and growth. The present approach uses the stress analysis mesh as the
starting point for damage tolerance analysis (DTA).

3.1. An approach to damage tolerance assessment of complex structures

The idea of the proposed damage tolerance assessment technique is to split the problem into two parts. The
first is the inner, or local domain and consists of the subset of the part in which cracks are assumed to have
initiated. The second is the outer, or global, which consists of the remainder of the structure. The former con-
tains the cracks, that are treated with the X-FEM. The latter may contain several element types (here shell,
multiple point constraint, and continuum elements) and is treated using standard finite element methods –
here the commercial software EDS-PLM–I-DEAS�. The approach is depicted in Fig. 4. The complex geomet-
rical features of the component are handled in the commercial code (I-DEAS� by EDS-PLM) while the
fracture-related issues are handled by the extended finite element code.
Fig. 4. Superelement/X-FEM methodology, conceptual representation.
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In the following, the X-FEM mesh/domain in which the crack is introduced is referred to as the inner mesh

or inner domain and the superelement mesh/domain, the remainder of the structure when the inner mesh is
removed, is referred to as the outer mesh or domain or the superelement.

3.2. Operations in the commercial software

The procedure may be split into two sets of actions. The first pertains to the commercial code, the second to
the X-FEM code.

In the commercial code, the following operations are performed:

(1) Create the geometry.
(2) Based on design considerations – modeling of manufacturing process, non-destructive evaluation consid-

erations, stress analysis results – identify regions where cracks are likely to initiate and propagate and
regions where the probability of detection is low [33].

(3) Mesh the geometry with the exception of the regions of interest isolated in (2).
(4) Create the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions on the outer mesh.
(5) Export the resulting load vector (already modified to account for essential boundary conditions).
(6) Export the stiffness matrix associated with the outer mesh and the vector containing the degree of freedom

information. This map shall be called the EQNNIN map. Both the EQNNIN map and the stiffness matrix
have been modified to account for essential boundary conditions. The EQNNIN map provides a relation-
ship between the degree of freedom number (row and column in the matrix, row in the load and displacement
vectors) and the corresponding node number and physical information. This information is required in order
to create the degrees of freedom associated with the superelement, which will be used at the assembly stage.

(7) For each region identified in (2), create an initial coarse mesh. This initial mesh should be sufficiently
refined in areas where the cracks will be added. As a rule of thumb the mesh size can be taken as
one-twentieth of the characteristic size of the crack. Export the resulting mesh – inner mesh.
3.3. Operations in the in-house X-FEM code

Then, in the X-FEM code, the following operations are carried out:

(1) Input the stiffness matrix associated with the outer mesh or superelement.
(2) Input the EQNNIN map for the outer mesh.
(3) Input the load vector for the outer mesh.
(4) Create the superelement data structure. This data structure includes the stiffness matrix and load vector

for the outer mesh and the degree of freedom information necessary for their assembly, which is built
using the EQNNIN map from step (2).

(5) Create the free degrees of freedom associated with the outer mesh based on the EQNNIN map. Note
that the fixed degrees of freedom, those associated with the nodes on the essential boundary need not
be created since such boundary conditions are already accounted for in the EQNNIN vector, the stiffness
matrix and the load vector. The equations associated with those degrees of freedom are simply sup-
pressed from the system of equations.

(6) Create the degrees of freedom information associated with the inner mesh. Note that the interface

degrees of freedom (degrees of freedom which belong to both the inner and the outer meshes) will only
be created at step (5) and will not be modified during step (6).

(7) Assemble the superelement (superelement arrays may also be condensed onto the inner–outer interface
degrees of freedom). This assembles the load vector input in (3) and the stiffness matrix input in (1) based
on the degree of freedom information input in (5) into the global stiffness matrix.

(8) Through mesh-geometry interaction techniques, find the enriched nodes and create the associated func-
tion spaces. For those elements that are enriched, those function spaces are added to the conventional
displacement function spaces. This involves finding the enriched nodes and creating the extra degrees of
freedom (enrichment) associated with the enrichment functions.
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(9) Assemble the inner stiffness matrix. It accounts for the presence of cracks through the enrichment infor-
mation set in (8).

(10) Solve the linear system of equations after renumbering to optimize band width, yielding the displacement
field in the inner region. Compute the stresses from those displacement fields using the X-FEM
approximation.

(11) Compute the stress intensity factors on the front; deduce the crack velocities using the fatigue crack
propagation law. Given this velocity field, find the critical time step for the mesh and the current position
of the crack front. This time step will be used to update the level sets and find the new location of the
crack front.

(12) Extend the velocity field to the narrow band around the crack and update the two level sets defining the
crack. Re-orthogonalize the two level set functions and preserve the history of the crack.

(13) If the simulation is not complete, i.e., if the current time is less than the final simulation time, repeat (8)–
(13), the newly obtained crack geometry.
3.4. Crack growth methodology

The general methodology used in this paper to advance the cracks at each time step is described next:

(1) Compute the displacement and strain/stress field in the structure using the X-FEM approximation.
(2) Compute the stress intensity factors using domain integral techniques at each point on the crack front. In

this case, points on the front are taken at the intersection of the zero level set function describing the
crack and the elements of the mesh used for the description of the mechanical and level set fields.

(3) Compute the crack advance ‘‘velocity’’ at each of the points on the front. Here, the ‘‘velocity’’ at point i

on the front is given by the Paris law as C(DKi)
m. In case of mixed mode loading, DKi is a mixed-mode

equivalent stress intensity factor.
(4) Advance the crack by an amount Dai = C(DKi)

mDt, where Dt is chosen smaller than the critical time step
associated with the level set update, i.e., the smallest time that it takes to the crack to cross the elements
cut by the front.

(5) Go to (1).

For the above to be feasible, the stress analysis software must have the ability to export the stiffness matrix and
load vector for the superelement as well as the ‘‘degree of freedom (dof) information’’ (given a dof number,
recover the associated node number and nature of the dof). This information is read into an inhouse code,
which handles the X-FEM calculations. Since the superelement information remains unchanged throughout
the crack growth simulation, it may be assembled once and for all or even condensed onto the interface
degrees of freedom.

The present work was performed using the commercial code EDS-PLM/I-DEAS� and a C++ implemen-
tation of 3D crack growth based on the X-FEM [2].
4. C++ implementation and data structures

4.1. Introduction

As opposed to procedural programming, the object-oriented (OO) programming philosophy segments the
problem at hand into objects, thereby increasing code cleanliness and orthogonality. This produces a set of
application-specific data types used in writing the code. A large part of the programming process resides in
deciding which objects are useful, what data they should hold, which actions they should perform, and
how they should interact with each other. Then, the logic of the program in terms of those objects and the
kinds of operations they allow should be set up. These concepts should make a well-written object-oriented
program more modular, easier to understand, maintain and evolve, and therefore more reusable. C++ is
an example of an object-oriented programming language and is the language in which the present X-FEM
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code is written. An excellent reference on C++ is the book by its creator [34]. The reader interested in more
details on object-oriented designs of extended finite element code are encouraged to read Ref. [23].

In the extended finite element framework, there are objects such as a finite element object, which has to
‘‘know’’ its type (triangular, quadrilateral), its dimension, the coordinates of its nodes, the type of integration
used and the coordinates of the integration points, the type of interpolation functions defined on the element,
which of its nodes are enriched, etc. A finite element object should also be able to perform some operations; it
would therefore contain functions to operate on it such as: compute its area or volume, its Jacobian matrix,
get its stiffness matrix or mass matrix, etc. This packaging of data values and functions within an object is
referred to as encapsulation and is one of the corner stones of object-oriented programming.

The first successful attempts to organizing a finite element program using the object-oriented paradigm dates
back to [35–37] with the SMALLTALK programming language. Theresince, the ease of maintenance, reliability,
and reusability of the OO generated software have given birth to multiple object-oriented finite element pack-
ages. C++, and, more recently JAVA, have emerged as the two languages of choice for OO numerical analysis.

In the following, objects and classes will be denoted in bold font, while methods will be denoted in italics.

4.2. The superelement class

In the following, widely accepted OO vocabulary is used. ‘‘Classes’’ are the building blocks of the OO pro-
gram. Instances of a class are known as ‘‘Objects’’. Classes have ‘‘data members’’, which represent the data
they hold, and ‘‘methods’’, which implement the actions they are able to perform.

The SuperElement class derives from (i.e., inherits properties from) a standard Element class and stores the
following private members:

(1) nodalLoadVector (its load vector, read from input file),
(2) stiffnessMatrix (its stiffness matrix, read from input file),
(3) dofKeys (physical significance of its dofs, created using EQNNIN map),
(4) data (inherited from the Element class).

Now, a SuperElement should be able to perform a few tasks (coded in member functions):

(1) Create itself and allocate memory dynamically based on input data.
(2) Destroy itself and free the memory that was allocated for it.
(3) Find the meaning of its dofs (dofKeys), using the EQNNIN data.
(4) Set and get its load or EQNNIN vector.
(5) Set and get its stiffness matrix.
(6) Find the size of its arrays.

The main action in the above is the creation of its member dofKeys based on the EQNNIN map, as
described below. The SuperElement has access to the EQNNIN map (through the data object above), relating
a node number to its associated equation numbers. This map is a container from the C++ Standard Template
Library (STL):

maphint,vectorhintii,

where the first integer (called first value of the map) is the node number and the vector of integers (called sec-
ond value of the map) contains all dof types associated with this node number. For instance, a node belonging
to a tetrahedral element has three dofs of types DISPX, DISPY and DISPZ. A shell element node has three
additional rotational dofs RX, RY and RZ. The pseudo-code for the creation of the degrees of freedom asso-
ciated with the SuperElement follows:

Locate iterator at beginning of EQNNIN map

Traverse the EQNNIN map (increment iterator) {
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get the first value of the map (node number N)

get the second value of the map (list of dof type)

Loop on the values in the vector of dof types {
Switch on the dof type {
DISP_X set the physical nature of dof to DISP_X
DISP_Y set the physical nature of dof to DISP_Y
...
R_Z set the physical nature of dof to R_Z

}
Create and store a dofKey with the physics

determined above

}
return a vectorhDofKeyi

}

The actual creation of the dofs associated with the SuperElement is performed at the Formulation level, as well
as its assembly. The Formulation class is described next.
4.3. The Formulation class

The Formulation class is an abstract class for all formulations. It serves as an interface to ensure that all
classes derived from it implement the methods required for any Formulation. For instance, a Formulation

object must implement the method TreatmentOfFormulation, which actually sets and solves the numerical
problem.

The key data member of a Formulation is a DofData object, which allows it to store the information about
all dofs in the problem and an Assembler object, which deals with the assembly of the problem’s elements
based on the DofData.

The tasks that a Formulation object must be able to perform are:

(1) Create the Dofs associated with the Elements in the domain, including the SuperElement (derived from
the Element class). It also handles information pertaining to enriched Dofs.

(2) Account for essential boundary conditions. In particular, modify the SuperElement arrays accordingly.
(3) Assemble all element arrays, including the SuperElement arrays in the left hand side (LHS) and right

hand side (RHS) – using its data member of class Assembler.

It was seen how a SuperElement object can construct a std::vector of DofKeys, which stores the physical mean-
ing of its Dofs. This std::vector is, in turn, used by the Formulation class to create the associated Dofs:

Loop on the std::list of SuperElement in the Data object {

Get the std::vector of DofKeys for the current SuperElement

Loop on DofKeys {
Create a symmetrical Dof (DofSym) based on the DofKey

}
Update its DofData member as made necessary by the above.

}

Dirichlet boundary conditions are read from the input file and stored in the form of two Standard Template
Library STL maps [34] (std::map). Accounting for Dirichlet boundary conditions:

maphint, vectorhdoubleii* dirichletContainer;

maphint, vectorhintii* dirichletDirections;
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The first maps a node number value (int) to a std::vector of prescribed values (std::vector hdoublei). The sec-
ond specifies which directions are subjected to the prescribed values. The account for boundary conditions in
the DofData object of the Formulation class is now straightforward

Get the EQNNIN map

Get the dirichletContainer

Get the dirichletDirections

Traverse the dirichletContainer {
Get first value of dirichletContainer (node number I)

Get second value of dirichletContainer (values of prescribed dofs)

Find node I in the EQNNIN map

deduce (EQNNIN map) dof types associated with node I

Find node I in the dirichletDirections map

deduce (dirichletDirections) which dofs are prescribed

this is called directionVector

Loop on entries in directionVector {

if entry == 1

create DISP_X FIXED dof for node I with value given by

corresponding entry in dirichletContainer

Update DofData with this dof

else if entry == 2

create DISP_Y FIXED dof for node I with value given by

corresponding entry in dirichletContainer

Update DofData with this dof

. . .
else if entry == 6

create R_Z FIXED dof for node I with value given by

corresponding entry in dirichletContainer

Update DofData with this dof

}
}

Once the Formulation object knows the updated DofData object, accounting for all boundary conditions, it
can perform the assembly of the SuperElement object using an Assembler object, as shown in the following
section.

Note that since the abstract (base) class Formulation implements the above methods, they are also available
to all classes derived from it, namely, the Elasticity, Mechanics or Thermics formulations.
4.4. The Assembler class

In I-DEAS, all information pertaining to a model is exported in the so-called ‘‘universal’’ (UNV) format.
The role of the Assembler class is to read the algebraic information from the UNV file obtained from I-DEAS
and assemble them in the global arrays.

An Assembler object has the main tasks of assembling local element arrays into the global arrays
for the problem. It can assemble a term in a vector, a vector in another vector, or a matrix in another
matrix.

For instance, the assembly of the SuperElement arrays requires for the Assembler to know the locations
where the arrays are to be assembled. This knowledge is transmitted through a vector of DofKeys (built by
the SuperElement object of interest). The stiffness matrix and the load vector are also given by the SuperElement

object.
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4.5. The Mechanics class

The Mechanics class is derived from the Formulation class. Consequently, it inherits the public methods and
protected data members from the base class Formulation. A Mechanics Formulation is a specialized version of a
Formulation. It specializes in the treatment of crack growth problems in linear elasticity.

The main method of class Formulation sets up and solves the numerical problem:

void Mechanics :: TreatmentOfSuperFormulation (Data *data)

A pseudo-code for this fundamental method is as follows:

SET UP PROBLEM

Find enriched nodes

Export geometry of cracks and other interfaces

Create function spaces for the standard FE interpolation on all

elements of the inner mesh region (displacement in x-, y- and z-directions,

Lagrange interpolation of degree one, say)

Defines function spaces for superelement on the superelement region

Find enriched degrees of freedom
Fig. 5. Griffith crack in a plate: schematic representation of the inner and outer domains. The figure is not to scale and B� a.
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Create degrees of freedom for super-element

Treat the presence of holes

Create degrees of freedom for the inner region

SOLVE PROBLEM

Define unknown vectors and stiffness matrix

Create Linear System object

Create assembler object

Enforce Neumann boundary conditions

If (timeStep == 1) Assemble the super element (outer stiffness matrix)

Assemble the inner stiffness matrix

Solve System

Store solution

POSTPROCESS

Compute stress intensity factors (domain integrals)

Advance the cracks (update level sets)

It can be seen that once the problem has been decomposed into suitable objects, the actual solution process is
merely a succession of calls to methods, whose implementation depend on the problem at hand. This modu-
larity makes seamless the process of adding new formulations. To do so, it is only necessary to locate the meth-
ods implemented by the base Formulation class, which need to be modified, and to reimplement them
accordingly. The rest of the code being left unchanged.
Fig. 6. Evolution of the mode I stress intensity factor versus crack length for a Griffith crack in a plate.
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5. Examples

5.1. Griffith crack in an infinite plate

In this section, a Griffith crack problem in a two-dimensional body assuming plane strain conditions is con-
sidered. Fig. 5 shows the problem definition. The exact stress intensity factors for a Griffith crack of length 2a

in an infinite medium subjected to uniaxial tension r0
yy are:
Table
Two d

Config

Setup
Setup

Fig. 7.
domai
KI ¼ r0
yy

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
pa
p

KII ¼ 0 ð19Þ
The effects of finite size of the specimen on the stress intensity factors are very small for B� a and may be
neglected here since a/B = 10�2. Thus, (19) will be used as a reference solution for this problem and, with
the above assumptions, the exact mode I stress intensity factor is KI ¼

ffiffiffi
p
p

.
The meshes used for the stress intensity calculation as well as the outer mesh are comprised of a mix of

linear quadrilateral and triangular elements. In all the calculations shown in this section, the outer mesh holds
17,514 degrees of freedom.

Results show that for a mesh as coarse as 1022 dofs, error on the computation of KI is 0.48%.
The original Griffith crack is grown through the plate. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the mode I stress inten-

sity factor with crack length. In this example, the crack is assumed to advance an amount fixed to a/10 at each
1
ifferent setups for the cracked beam in three-point bending conditions

uration Crack length a (in.) Crack offset b (in.)

A 1.5 5.0
B 1.0 6.0

Schematic of a beam with three holes subjected to three-point bending showing the X-FEM and the superelement parts of the
n.



Fig. 8. Comparison of enriched EFG and Superelement/X-FEM and experimental results [38] for 2D crack growth in a perforated plate.
(a) Digitized photographs of crack trajectories for setup A: left and setup B: right. (b) Superelement/X-FEM for setup A. (c) Enriched
EFG for setup A.
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step, where a is the original crack length. As should be the case in this loading mode, the crack is observed to
propagate parallel to its initial direction, i.e., perpendicular to the major principal stress direction.

5.2. Crack propagation in a panel with rivet holes

In this benchmark problem, the crack growth in a beam under three-point bending is examined. Three holes
are located in a vertical line having an offset from the centerline, and a crack is seeded at the bottom of the
beam and allowed to grow (Fig. 7). In [38], an experimental and numerical treatments of this problem are pro-
posed and it is shown that, depending on the location and length of the original crack, the path of the crack
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would either intersect one of the holes or pass between them. Table 1 gives the parameters for two different
setups that are examined.

The X-FEM mesh and crack growth path are shown in Fig. 8. Different crack growth increments are used
and results are compared qualitatively with the experimental and numerical results of [38] and those of [39]. It
is emphasized that the same inner mesh may be used for the two cracked configurations. The location and size
of the holes (modeled via enrichment) can easily be modified without modifying the inner mesh, which permits
examining different scenarios easily.
Fig. 9. Geometry of the Boeing 757 EE Access door.

Fig. 10. Superelement model and X-FEM model.



Fig. 11. X-FEM models of the Boeing 757 EE Access Door stop and location of the initial crack. (a) Continuum model and initial location
of the crack. (b) X-FEM model: refinement in the crack region, and (c) X-FEM model with 0.1 mm elements in the crack region.
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It is interesting to note that the superelement/X-FEM simulations yield crack trajectories that are qualita-
tively very close to those observed in Fig. 8. It is also interesting to notice that while a relatively coarse mesh
suffices to capture the crack behavior, sufficiently small increments in crack length are required for an accurate
prediction of the crack path. The same numerical behavior is noted in [39], where the element free Galerkin
method [40] is used along with discontinuous enrichment as shown in Fig. 8.

5.3. Industrial example, the Boeing 757 EE Access Door

To further illustrate the application of the superelement/XFEM/level set method as the case of the Boeing

757 EE Access Door is examined. The interested reader is referred to [15,41,42] for more details on any ques-
tion touched upon in this section. The Boeing 757 EE Access door is a monolithic casting with an integral skin,
many thin ribs and complex cross-sections as shown in Fig. 9.

The model of the door mixes shell elements and solid elements, linked using multiple point constraint
(MPC) elements [41].

The door is subjected to a cyclic loading of amplitude 9 psi (normal operating pressure), which is the dif-
ferential pressure load applied on the outer surface directed from the inside to the outside of the aircraft and
due to the pressurization of its fuselage when it is airborne. The pressure load is applied on the curved surface.

A substructure of the door is chosen as the inner structure, based on other design considerations [33,14,42].
Here, this substructure is chosen to be part of one of the stops, where the stresses are highest [41]. Fig. 10
shows the superelement and X-FEM meshes as well as the full, combined mesh.



Fig. 12. Crack length and SIF versus number of cycles for a corner edge crack in a stop with a constant SIF assumed on the front for
growth. (a) Crack length (mm) versus time (cycles). (b) SIF (mN=mm2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mm
p

) versus time (cycles).
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The material the door is made of is A356-T60. The material properties for this aluminum grade are taken as
E = 72.4 GPa and Poisson’s ratio m = 0.33. The shear modulus l is l = E/2(1 + m) = 27.2 GPa. Fatigue prop-
erties,5 for the aluminum were given by the NASA program NASGRO [43] and are available in the code
AFGROW [44]:
5 Paris law is assumed, in which da/dN = C(DK)m: da is the increment in crack length, dN is the increment in the number of loading
cycles, DK is the stress intensity factor range, C and m are experimentally determined material parameters.



Fig. 13. Crack growth of an edge crack in a stop. In this figure, the horizontal direction corresponds to the �z direction in Fig. 11.

Fig. 14. Crack length versus cycles for the free SIF case.
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• m = 4.98.
• C ¼ 2:25� 10�12 m

cycles

� �
1

MPa
ffiffiffi
m
p

� �4:98

.

In the analyses presented in this work constant amplitude load cycles (no load spectrum effect) are assumed,
and fatigue crack propagation is governed by the Paris law [45]. Threshold effects are neglected.

5.3.1. Damage tolerance evaluation

The method proposed here permits multiple analyses to be carried out with minimum user intervention.
Two such analyses are presented here:

(1) An edge crack is present at the maximum stress location (previously determined by a stress analysis) on
one of the four fittings.

(2) A large pore (3–4 mm) is present in the bulk of one of the fittings.



Fig. 15. Severed stop, quarter corner edge crack length versus cycles for two time steps. (a) Crack length (mm) versus time (cycles) with
crack advances on the order of 2.5 elements per step. (b) Crack length (mm) versus time (cycles) with crack advances on the order of 1
element per step.
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The case of the corner edge crack is chosen to assess the time between two inspections. The initial inspection
interval is determined using an initial flaw of 0.1 in. = 2.54 mm. To determine the recurring inspection inter-
vals, an initial flaw of size 0.1 in. = 2.54 mm and a severed stop are assumed.6
6 In the crack growth plots, the minimum, average, and maximum distance from the crack front to the center of the initial flaw are given.
Initially, for a circular flaw, all points on the front are equidistant from the center of the flaw. If the SIF is not constant on the front, some
points on this front may grow faster than others thereby creating a divergence in those three values.



Fig. 16. Severed stop, equivalent SIF on the front of the quarter corner edge crack for two time steps. (a) SIF (mN=mm2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mm
p

) with crack
advances on the order of 2.5 elements per step. (b) SIF (mN=mm2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mm
p

) with crack advances on the order of 1 element per step.
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5.3.2. Fatigue growth of a quarter corner penny-shape edge crack in a stop

The superelement mesh used for the following analyses is shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 11 shows the X-FEM mesh
and the initial location of the quarter corner penny-shape edge crack in the stop.

In a first approach, the stress intensity factor on the crack is forced to be constant and equal to the maxi-
mum SIF on the front along the whole crack front, yielding a crack length and SIF versus time curves shown
in Fig. 12.

In a second approach, the actual value of the equivalent stress intensity factor at each point on the front is
used to advance the crack yielding a crack length versus cycle curve shown in Fig. 14. The crack configurations
at different stages of the growth process are presented in Fig. 13. Note that when the crack is left free to evolve,



Table 2
Effect of a severed stop on crack growth rates with a Paris exponent equal to 4.98; SIFs in mN=mm2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mm
p

, crack growth rate in mm/cycle,
number of cycles in millions

SIF Crack growth rate Fatigue life SIF (3 million cycles)

Intact 5.25 · 104 2.8 · 10�8 70 6 · 104

Severed 9.5 · 104 5.4 · 10�7 3.5 13 · 104

Severed
Intact 1.8 19.2 20 2.1

Fig. 17. Large pore assumed present in the stop for damage tolerance analysis of the Boeing 757 EE Access door.

Fig. 18. Crack evolution from an initial large pore in a stop.
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it tends to grow faster on the vertical side of the stop than on the horizontal side because of the compressive
state of stress that reigns in the bottom part of the stop.

In the second scenario, detectable damage is considered in the form of a missing stop. Results for two time
steps, are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Fig. 16 shows that the stress intensity factors on the front do not reach the
fracture toughness of the material. Even after three million cycles and a length of 8 mm, the maximum value of
the equivalent SIF on the front is approximately 12:5� 104 mN=mm2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mm
p

¼ 3:95 MPa
ffiffiffiffi
m
p

< 17:581 MPaffiffiffiffi
m
p
¼ Kc. The fatigue life given by this method is approximately 70 million cycles. Applying a factor of safety

of 4.0, the predicted inspection interval for the component is about 750,000 cycles and is well beyond the
expected economic life of a commercial aircraft. For the case of the severed stop, the predicted fatigue life
is around 4 million cycles. This severed/intact ratio of about 1–20 is due to the large Paris exponent (4.98)
used for the analysis. Table 2 compares the severed to the intact case.

5.3.3. Fatigue growth of a crack originating from a large pore in the bulk of a fitting

The meshes used in this analysis are identical to those presented in Section 5.3.2. The initial defect is
assumed to be a relatively large (3–4 mm) circular pore located in the bulk of the stop (Fig. 17).

Fig. 18 shows the evolution in time of the crack. Note that the bottom half part of the crack is under ten-
sion (opening mode) and therefore tends to open and propagate, while the top half part of the crack is located
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in a compressive region and propagates a much smaller amount. The method resolves this phenomenon nat-
urally, without any additional modification. Contact between the crack faces is not accounted for here.
6. Conclusions

In the technique proposed in this paper, the linear elastic fracture problem in a complex structure is split
into two domains: the outer and the inner domain – several inner domains may coexist. In the former, struc-
tural complexities are encompassed and entirely treated within the commercial code. In the latter, cracks are
introduced and treated by a hybrid extended finite element level set method:

• Complex meshing features are handled in the commercial software and enter the computation through the
outer stiffness.

• The entire structure participates to the crack growth process: no additional assumption is needed to grow
the crack in any complex structure.

• The same outer mesh can be used while only varying the inner mesh in the vicinity of the cracks, for analysis
of various scenarios.

Within the inner domain, the presence of the crack is only accounted for by discontinuous and asymptotic
enrichment functions and two level set functions, which allows for:

• No (re)meshing of the crack faces.
• Coarser meshes for the same accuracy as with finite elements (asymptotic enrichment).
• No tedious geometrical tracking of the crack, even for non-planar crack surfaces.
• Alleviates the labor associated with mesh data processing.

The methodology presented was successfully applied to a real-world aerospace component, which proved its
simplicity and accuracy, and the authors believe the proposed paradigm to be a promising tool for damage
tolerance assessment of complex three-dimensional components.
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